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A Brief Introduction to Data Lakes

It’s the age of analytics, and data insights have become a critical part of every business. Each year, enterprises
amass terabytes upon terabytes of data to eventually extract relevant information and analyze it for valuable
patterns. These large quantities of raw, unfiltered structured, semi-structured and unstructured data are stored
in Data Lake repositories.
Oftentimes, Data Lakes are a component of big data platforms, mitigating the need for immediate processing,
archiving or deleting. Without having to go through costly collection activities, Data Lakes allow for additional
derivation and completely new analytical spokes. While one of the core principles of a Data Lake is that it stores
and processes raw data for organizations to access and organize at any point, they’re not optimal for language,
or unstructured, content.
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The Rise of Content Lakes

From scientific research papers and legal documents to mortgage information and insurance claims, eighty
percent of all enterprise data is considered unstructured. This surge in digital documents and communications,
otherwise known as Big Content, has completely shifted the paradigm of data collection and categorization
because this information is the key to unlocking highly personalized experiences and extremely precise results
to meet customer demands.
Many would argue that most “unstructured data” isn’t unstructured at all. In fact, human language is a highly
structured, formulaic expression of concepts, ideas and emotions. For those who employ Big Content, language
is primary and data is derivative. Just like Big Data, Big Content needs a strategy for enhancing and refining
data and, of course, a raw data repository conducive to human language.
That’s where Content Lakes can come into play. A Content Lake is a specialized form of a Data Lake that stores
language-based content and offers broad use access to original content as well as analytics, tabular data
derivation and statistical processing. Conversely to Data Lakes, they assume that language artifacts are highly
structured, that users need to access the original content as a whole, and that includes both language and
data insights.
POTENTIAL CONTENT L AKE USE CASES
• Insurance policy claims & actuarial data

• Ad placement engine modelling

• Legal research & predictive analysis

• Brand value monitoring

• Patent IP crawling

• Physical risk forecasting

• Scientific research

• Cybercrime, fraud, terrorism & suspect/target
identification

• Healthcare treatment, research & diagnostics
• Trading indicators
• Competitive monitoring, research & analysis
• eCommerce cross-selling & advertising yield
• Media marketing analysis & one-to-one marketing
• Customer service

• National security
• Translation
• Conversational agents
• Knowledge management
• Emerging trend alerts
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The Rise of Content Lakes (cont’d)

UNDERSTANDING WHEN TO EMPLOY A CONTENT L AKE
When the majority of your content, whether produced or acquired, includes human language expression,
it might be time to implement a Content Lake architecture. For example, customers who pay for content,
such as research papers, legal documents or patents, need access to the original piece of content as a
whole. Even in some edge cases, like a government organization that analyzes large amounts of voice
conversations and ties them to smaller databases, a Content Lake would be extremely useful for storing
and organizing original content.
Here are some indicators that you should implement a Content Lake architecture and techniques:
• L
 anguage-based content: Your “data” is mostly human language-based content, whether written, graphic,
audio, video, etc.
• H
 igh cost of acquiring & maintaining content: You pay a lot for content, and may have similar content
from multiple sources
• M
 eaning vs. data: You need more from the content than just extracted data, including recognition of
concepts and context, as well as a comparison to other relative content
• O riginal content: You or your organization produce content that people or institutions pay for
• C
 omplex ideas: Your use of the content is complex, and you need the original content to be accurate,
complete and timely
• A
 ll the facts: You or your customers need to know that all of your content is accurate and current; this
includes the ability to identify subtle distinctions between revisions and duplicates, as well as corrections
and amendments
• O riginal access: You or your customers need to see the original source, or raw content
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The Rise of Content Lakes (cont’d)

TACKLING PRE-NORMALIZATION TO REDUCE PROCESSING COSTS
One of the core Data Lake principles is having raw data available anytime, anywhere, so that end users can
easily go back and analyze the original source.
But as organizations transition from print to digital, many incoming materials are hard copies, and going all the
way back to the original source can be a costly endeavor. This raw content must be prepared so that end users
can access relevant information quickly and easily. With human language, some initial normalization, or the
process of structuring to make content machine readable, helps improve storage and processing dramatically.
Examples of normalization include audio-to-text, and spatial recognition of image and video attributes. For
paginated sources you may need decoding, fragment re-composition, addendum tokenization, as well as
attributes like page, chapter and outline numbers, tokenized notes and citations, hand-written marginalia,
scope of indices and references, and any source mark-up.
In the Content Lake, normalization can be expensive to leverage broadly, which is why it’s essential for
organizations to employ a dedicated pre-normalized repository. Pre-normalizing materials involves getting
content into its base schema and prepped for normalization. Converting sources to a particular schema or style
eliminates the need to navigate back over and over. That way, organizations can leave source materials in their
raw, digital state for systems to look at labels and pull relevant information accordingly.
The more diverse the uses of the content, the more likely a pre-normalized repository will help alongside
normalized and master repositories. In fact, if organizations require multiple masters, or have legacy
investments that require a hub and spoke approach, the pre-normalized repository is absolutely a pre-requisite
for a successful Content Lake.
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The Rise of Content Lakes (cont’d)

OTHER CONTENT L AKE BEST PRACTICES
Pre-normalization and normalization are only a couple of best practices to consider for Content Lakes. Aside
from these, there are several other tools and techniques that are necessary for successful implementation:
• A
 n inventory or catalog to assure that content is accurate and easy for end users to locate
• A
 lerts for when content is not accurate along with specialized ingestion functionality to remediate
• A
 platform that understands human language, which often involves:
- I nvestment in tools and capability for human language processing, which will be significantly larger
than for data ETL, cleansing and aggregate calculations
- N
 atural Language Processing (NLP) toolkits, enrichment systems, taxonomy/ontology, Named
Entity Recognition (NER) and relationship recognition, such as formal citations and
computational linguistics
- F ederated ML/AI/NLP for high accuracy enrichment where machine learning, symbolic language
processing and artificial intelligence can be deployed to human intelligence assistance
• A ccess to original artifacts, such as documents, media, physical records, etc.
• A uthoring and curatorial tools, as well as an editorial platform
• A
 curatorial pipeline, workflow and semantic mark-up tools to top off machine learning (ML) and
symbolic-based AI to ensure high accuracy of content for end users who pay top dollar
• H
 andler components for physical records, like paper, binders, books and tapes, such as OCR, audio-to-text,
visual recognition, graphic decomposition, raster to vector and other media conversion tools
• C
 aching and version comparison for content accuracy as well as to understand when a crawled source site
has changed format
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The Rise of Content Lakes (cont’d)

A SERVICE FRAMEWORK FOR A CONTENT L AKE
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Fast Forward: The Future is in the Cloud

While storage is “cheap” today, it’s not free. For organizations that have successfully tackled pre-normalization
of aggregated content, there are next-generation tools that provide foundational components for services, but
configuring the logic for unique source can be costly. Modern architecture and design, as well as a scalable
cloud infrastructure and network stacks, can offer significant cost savings to offset the investment associated
with large-scale content and data storage.
Horizontal scaling lets organizations deal with variable load by adding dedicated server capacity in minutes or
hours and virtual server capacity on demand. Using continuous integration techniques along with the cloud,
organizations can also get unprecedented environment management, including spin-up and shutdown.
Organizations that are the sole consumer of content (i.e. the content is just being used internally) can conserve
and avoid long lead times with bare-metal captive data center infrastructure by spinning up redundant environments, testing, sand boxes, processing streams, analytics development, and mart consumption environments quickly by using an agile schedule.
Those that use content as a revenue source can also benefit from current technology and techniques. For
example, companies with advertising revenue alongside a platform or service, companies with high-value content products, and companies that rely on subscription fees for access to content will gain value from contemporary customer-centric, lean, agile and continuous product management like never before.
With the ability to easily maintain conceptual integrity, organizations can also avoid content silos. To help
maintain conceptual integrity, modern and flexible schema techniques provide conceptual integrity across
various content types and sparse metadata/taxonomy/ontology often found in different sources. Companies
should use flexible schema to avoid brittle processing streams, while controlling an element catalogue against
ongoing ontology and taxonomy disciplines. This both reduces maintenance cost and eases upgrade complexity when refactoring legacy source acquisition down the road.
Aside from shortening time-to-market and connecting customers directly to your product development capabilities, environment management and scalability for specific product-based content processing becomes
significantly more efficient, flexible and direct, at high velocity through the cloud and other methodologies.
Meanwhile, rapidly scalable testing and curatorial content services mean interoperability testing can fit into
agile cycles rather than seasonal or annual cycles.
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Fast Forward: The Future is in the Cloud (cont’d)

SCAL ABLE CLOUD ARCHITECTURE & NET WORK STACKS
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Facing the Digital Age with Confidence

Many organizations that handle large quantities of “unstructured” human language content have been
feeling the full weight of disruption for some time. Now, content producers and purchasers alike are being
challenged to not only embrace the migration to digital, but also leverage emerging technologies to deliver
optimized experiences both internally and externally. Content Lakes are an extremely valuable method that,
when implemented correctly, can completely upend traditional content processing by allowing end-users to
automatically reach relevant, original sources vital to their business.
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Are you interested in learning more about how implementing
a Content Lake could improve your business?
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ABOUT EPAM SYSTEMS

Since 1993, EPAM Systems, Inc. (NYSE: EPAM), has leveraged its core engineering expertise to become a leading
global product development and digital platform engineering services company. Through its ‘Engineering DNA’
and innovative strategy, consulting, and design capabilities, EPAM works in collaboration with its customers
to deliver innovative solutions that turn complex business challenges into real business opportunities. EPAM’s
global teams serve customers in over 25 countries across North America, Europe, Asia and Australia. EPAM is
a recognized market leader among independent research agencies and was ranked #8 in FORBES 25 Fastest
Growing Public Tech Companies, as a top information technology services company on FORTUNE’S 100 Fastest
Growing Companies, and as a top UK Digital Design & Build Agency. Learn more at www.epam.com and follow
us on Twitter @EPAMSYSTEMS and LinkedIn.
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